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We report 75As NMR studies on single crystals of rare-earth doped iron pnictide superconductor Ca1−xPrxFe2As2.
In both cases of x = 0.075, 0.15, a large increase of νq upon cooling is consistent with the tetragonal-collapsed tetragonal
structure transition. A sharp drop of the Knight shift is also seen just below the structure transition, which suggests the
quenching of Fe local magnetism, and therefore offers important understanding of the collapsed tetragonal phase. At even
low temperatures, the 1/75T1 is enhanced and forms a peak at T ≈ 25 K, which may be caused by the magnetic ordering of
the Pr3+ moments or spin dynamics of mobile domain walls.
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1. Introduction
The interplay of structure, magnetism, and supercon-

ductivity is one essential ingredient in understanding high-
temperature superconductivity in the iron-based superconduc-
tors. At low temperatures, superconductivity usually oc-
curs in the tetragonal (T ) phase upon carrier doping or un-
der pressure,[1–5] which suppresses the antiferromagnetic, or-
thorhombic (O) phase seen in the parent compounds. Re-
cently, a high-temperature tetragonal to a low-temperature col-
lapsed tetragonal (cT ) phase has also been reported by pres-
sure or doping in many iron pnictides, such as CaFe2As2

(P ≥ 0.3 GPa),[6–8] Ca1−xRxFe2As2 (P = 0, R=Pr, Nd),[9,10]

BaFe2As2 (P ≥ 27 GPa),[11] EuFe2As2 (P ≥ 8 GPa),[12] and
CaFe2 (As1−xPx)2 (P = 0).[13] For the first two compounds,
superconductivity is also found, accompanying the emergence
of the cT phase at low temperatures, although with a small
volume ratio.[6,8–10] It is now known that CaFe2As2 has a TC of
about 12 K in liquid pressure cell,[7,8] but loses superconduc-
tivity in the pure cT phase under hydrostatic conditions.[14]

Local probe studies show that superconductivity occurs in the
residual T phase,[15,16] which may be located at the interface
of the O phase and the cT phase coexisting under inhomoge-
neous pressure.[14]

In several rare-earth doped Ca1−xRxFe2As2, both the
structure collapse and superconducting transitions with TC al-
most equal to 10 K and 45–47 K have been reported.[9,10]

The low TC phase is probably an analogy to CaFe2As2 under

pressure.[10] Although rare-earth substitution may induce elec-
tron doping, the high-TC phase remains unclear since its TC is
the highest among the pnictides with the ThCr2Si2 (122) struc-
ture, including the electron-doped Ca(Fe1−xCox)2As2.[17] Ex-
perimentally, the structure collapse is characterized by a large
shrinkage of the c-axis lattice parameter (or the c/a ratio) in-
duced by external or chemical pressure.[7,9,18] For CaFe2As2,
high-pressure inelastic neutron scattering studies indicate that
the dynamic magnetic correlations are suppressed at the an-
tiferromagnetic wave vector (π/a, π/a) in the cT phase,[19]

whereas correlations at other momentum have not been inves-
tigated yet. Theoretical studies suggest that the short As–As
interlayer distance could lead to suppressed Fe moments either
in the high-temperature T phase[20] or in the low-temperature
cT phase.[13,21,22] All these different scenarios should be fur-
ther studied in order to reveal the nature of the cT phase and
also the high-TC phase.

In this report, we present 75As (S = 3/2) NMR studies
on Ca1−xPrxFe2As2 (x = 0.075, 0.15) superconducting single
crystals. The structure collapse is shown by the frequency
shift of the 75As satellites. The magnetic properties of the cT
phase are studied by the Knight shift 75K and the spin-lattice
relaxation rate 1/75T1. Our 75K drops sharply with tempera-
ture below the structure transition, which indicates that the Fe
paramagnetic moments are suppressed in the cT phase. The
spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/75T1, on the other hand, is en-
hanced below TS and forms a prominent peak at T ∗ ∼ 25 K,
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which is likely to be caused by the magnetic ordering of Pr3+

or the dynamics of mobile domain walls. Our data reveals
the correlation effect between the magnetic properties and the
lattice structure, which should be important for understanding
the nature of the cT phase, and may also be helpful for under-
standing the mechanism of superconductivity.

2. Experimental details
The Ca1−xPrxFe2As2 single crystals were synthesized by

the FeAs self-flux method with details reported previously.[23]

For our NMR experiments, large crystals with areas of
5×5 mm2 and thickness of 0.5 mm (c-axis) were chosen. We
studied two compositions, x = 0.075 and 0.15 (determined by
WDS), which were characterized by the SQUID susceptibility
measurements (shown later). The NMR experiments are car-
ried out using the standard coherent pulse method. The sample
is placed on a rotator to allow us to change field orientations,
and the frequency-swept NMR spectra are obtained by inte-
grating the intensity of the Fourier transform of the spin echo
signal. The spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 is obtained by
the inversion-recovery method. Most data are collected dur-
ing warming up for consistency, except the hysteresis loop.

3. Superconductivity, chemical pressure effect,
and structure collapse
The susceptibility data of both dopings are shown in

Fig. 1, where the superconducting transition and the structure
transition are evident. For x = 0.075, superconductivity oc-
curs at Tc ∼ 25 K with a 1 mT in-plane field (Fig. 1(a)), and
superconducting volume ratio is estimated to be ∼ 0.2%. The
x = 0.15 doping has a higher Tc (∼ 35 K) and a larger super-
conducting volume (∼ 2%) as shown in Fig. 1(c). With a 0.1 T
magnetic field, the superconductivity of both crystals is sup-
pressed, as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d), which is consistent
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Fig. 1. (color online) dc susceptibility as a function of temperature for
the x = 0.075 and x = 0.15 samples respectively. (a) and (c) show the
susceptibility under a magnetic field of 1 mT, and (b) and (d) under a
higher field of 0.1 T, with fields applied along the crystalline ab-plane.

with filamentary superconductivity reported previously.[9,10]

Furthermore, the susceptibility under 0.1 T field shows a clear
hysteresis loop at higher temperatures, corresponding to a T

to cT , first-order structural phase transition.[9] The transition
temperature TS is about 64 K (warming) and 48 K (cooling) for
the x = 0.075 doping, and 78 K (warming) and 66 K (cooling)
for the x = 0.15 doping.

The 75As NMR spectra at typical temperatures are shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for two crystals. We note here that su-
perconductivity, as measured by diamagnetic screening, is al-
ready suppressed by the large NMR field. Figure 2(a) shows
the 75As NMR spectra for the x = 0.075 crystal, with a cen-
tral transition ( f ≈ 74.5 MHz) and a high-frequency satellite
( f ≈ 83 MHz at 80 K and f ≈ 90.7 MHz at 1.5 K), with a 10 T
field applied in the ab plane. Similar spectra for the x = 0.15
crystal are shown in Fig. 2(c) with an 11.5 T field applied along
the c axis.
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Fig. 2. (color online) The 75As NMR spectra at typical temperatures
for (a) the x = 0.075 crystal with a 10 T field applied in the crystalline
ab-plane and (b) the x = 0.15 crystal with an 11.5 T field applied along
the c-axis. Inset: the temperature dependence of the spectral weight
fixed at the central transition of the T phase, with arrows indicating the
warming (cooling) direction.

The large frequency shift of the satellite upon cooling,
as shown in Fig. 2, is an indication of the structure tran-
sition. Since 75As has a local fourfold in-plane symmetry,
the principal axis of the electric field gradient is along the
c axis. The nuclear quadrupole resonance frequencies (νq)
can be estimated by the angular dependence of the satellite,
f = νL(1+K)±νq(3cos2 θ −1)/2, where νL and K represent
the Larmor frequency and the Knight shift, and θ represents
the angle from the field orientation to the crystalline c axis.
Since K is small (shown later), the shift of the high-frequency
satellites is primarily caused by the increase of νq upon struc-
ture collapse, because of the reduced c lattice parameter.[9] The
νq increase from 20.4 MHz to 35.8 MHz by structure collapse
for x = 0.075, and 21.6 MHz to 41.5 MHz for x = 0.15. Fur-
thermore, the frequency of the central transition also changes
by structure collapse (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)), due to a second-
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order quadrupole correction

f = (1+K)νL +
−3ν2

Q

16νL
(1− cos2

θ)(9cos2
θ −1).

The inset in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) shows the temperature depen-
dence of the spectral weight at the central transition of the T

phase. The drop and the thermal hysteresis loop of the spectral
weight are consistent with the structure transition revealed by
the susceptibility data.

We further look at the high-temperature T phase at dif-
ferent dopings. In the T phase, the νq is estimated to be
∼ 20.4 MHz for x = 0.075 and ∼ 21.6 MHz for x = 0.15. For
comparison, the νq of CaFe2As2 increases with pressure from
11.8 MHz at P = 0 to 25 MHz at P = 1.08 GPa.[16] The large
increase of νq with Pr3+ doping in Ca1−xPrxFe2As2 is con-
sistent with a chemical pressure effect to induce the structure
collapse.

4. Quenched Fe moment in the cT phase
With field applied along the c axis (θ = 0), the quadrupole

correction to the central transition is zero. Then the Knight
shift can be calculated from the central frequencies by
75K(T ) = ( f −75 γB)/75γB, where 75γ = 7.292 MHz/T is the
gyromagnetic ratio of 75As, and f is the resonance frequency
under field B. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the central transi-
tion for two dopings at typical temperatures with field applied
along the c axis. With reduced temperature, the central fre-
quency shifts to low frequency and the spectra become broad-
ened significantly. The Knight shift and the NMR linewidth

are obtained from the Gaussian fit to the spectra, and depicted
as a function of temperature in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). The Knight
shift of the undoped CaFe2As2

[24] is also plotted for compari-
son.

The Knight shift barely changes with temperature above
TS. Just below TS, however, 75K(T ) drops sharply with tem-
perature. The drop of 75K(T ) through the TS is unlikely to be
caused by a Pauli paramagnetic effect for the following reason.
Transport measurements suggest that the carrier density on
the Fermi surface increases through the structure collapse,[9]

which in principle should not lead to a large decrease of 75K
from Pauli paramagnetic contributions. Therefore, we think
that the decrease of 75K(T ) originates from a reduced spin cor-
relation effect. Since the NMR Knight shift K is proportional
to χ(q = 0), where χ(q = 0) is the electron susceptibility, the
reduced K(T ) signifies a large suppression of local paramag-
netic spin fluctuations of Fe upon structure collapse. In partic-
ular K(T )≈ 0 at T = 2 K, which suggest that the Fe moment
is almost zero in the cT phase. Similar reduction of 75K(T )
is also obtained for x = 0.15 below TS, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

Our data clarifies that the paramagnetism is quenched in
the cT phase[21] and not in the T phase[20] in our case, and ex-
pands the inelastic neutron scattering study beyond the AFM
wave vector.[19] To our knowledge, this is the first experimen-
tal evidence for the quenched Fe moment in the cT phase,
which suggests that the Fe moment is very sensitive to the
pnictogen height, or the Fe–As–Fe bond angle, in the iron-
based materials, and should be important for understanding
the nature of the cT phase.
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Fig. 3. (color online) (a) The 75As spectra of the central transition of the x = 0.075 sample at typical temperatures with 10 T field
along the c axis. (b) The 75As spectra of the central transition of the x = 0.15 sample at typical temperatures with 6 T and 11.5 T field
along the c axis. (c) The 75As Knight shifts of Ca1−xPrxFe2As2 (x = 0, 0.075, 0.15) as a function of temperature. The x = 0 data are
adapted from Ref. [24]. (d) The FWHM of the 75As central transition as a function of temperature for two dopings.
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5. Slow spin dynamics observed in the low-
temperature region
Below TS, the 75As NMR linewidth starts to increase sig-

nificantly upon cooling as shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(d). For
x = 0.15, the line width increases from 100 kHz to 500 kHz
when cooled to 2 K, although the spin–spin relaxation time is
very long (T2 ≈ 5 ms). We further checked the field depen-
dence of the 75As spectra at T = 2 K, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The NMR linewidth is almost the same with two different
fields 6.5 T and 11.5 T, which suggests that the broadening
is not caused by a quadrupole effect (∆ f ∝ 1/H) or a Knight
shift effect (∆ f ∝ H). In fact, our data is consistent with a
magnetic ordering effect, which is static within the NMR time
scale.

We further search for evidence of magnetic ordering from
the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/75T1. In Fig. 4, the temper-
ature dependence of the 1/75T1 is shown for CaFe2As2 and
our doped samples. At high temperatures, 1/75T1 is propor-
tional to temperature, as shown by the straight line. Below
TS, however, a large increase of 1/75T1 is clearly seen for
our doped samples, and 1/75T1 forms a broad peak at T ∗ ≈
25 K. Below T ∗, 1/75T1 decreases again with cooling. In
fact, the 1/T1 above T ∗ follows a Curie–Weiss behavior with
1/T1T = A/(T +θ)+b, as shown by the solid line in the main
panel of Fig. 4. The Curie–Weiss form and the peak behaviors
in 1/75T1T are also consistent with a magnetic ordering of itin-
erant magnetic systems.[25]
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Fig. 4. (color online) The 75As spin-lattice relaxation rate (1/75T1) of
Ca1−xPrxFe2As2 as a function of temperature with x = 0 (adapted from
Ref. [24]), 0.075, and 0.15. The curved solid line is a fit to the Curie–
Weiss function (see text). Inset (a) The spin-lattice relaxation rates of
the x = 0.15 sample as a function of field at T = 30 K. The black solid
line is a guide for the eye. Inset (b) The dc magnetization of the x=0.15
sample as a function of field applied along the ab plane.

The sharp drop of 75K(T ) at TS and the peak of 1/75T1

far below TS suggests that these two have very different mag-
netic origins. The low-temperature magnetic ordering is likely
caused by Pr3+ moments, and not from Fe moments for three
reasons. First, in PrFeAsO[26,27] and PrFeAsO1−xFx,[28] Pr3+

magnetic ordering has been reported with a peak behavior
in 1/75T1 at T ∗ ≈ 10 K. The magnetic interactions of Pr3+

are likely caused by the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yoshida
(RKKY) interactions. The higher T ∗ in Ca1−xPrxFe2As2 is
consistent with stronger RKKY interactions from larger carrier
densities and/or smaller c-axis lattice parameters in the cT
phase. Second, in the inset of Fig. 4, the 1/T1 under different
fields are shown at T = 30 K for the x = 0.15 doping, where
the 1/75T1 decreases by 1.5 times with field increases from 6 T
to 11.5 T. Such field behavior is typical for weakly magnetic
metals,[29] where the magnetic moment is small, or the mag-
netism is weakly coupled to the itinerant electrons. Finally,
the low-temperature dc susceptibility, as shown Figs. 1(b) and
1(d), has a significant low-temperature upturn, which is also
in support of magnetic ordering of rare earths. In contrast,
Ca0.85La0.15Fe2As2 does not have a large upturn[9] because
La3+ is non-magnetic.

However, we cannot overrule that the mobile domain
walls may dominantly contribute to such a low temperature
critical slowing down behavior in 1/T1. In CaFe2As2 parent
compound, slow fluctuation of hyperfine field at T ∼10 K is
observed to be caused by mobile antiphase domain walls and
shows strong field dependence.[30] At these antiphase domain
boundaries, filamentary superconductivity is found to nucle-
ate. Such slow spin dynamics evidenced from 1/T1 measure-
ments in our Pr doped CaFe2As2 samples, may also be at-
tributed to the dynamics of mobile domain walls below the
structure transition and suggest that the filamentary supercon-
ductivity with such a high TC may also be located on the do-
main boundaries.

6. Conclusions
To summarize, we have carried out the 75As NMR to

study the collapsed tetragonal phase on the rare-earth doped
superconductors Ca1−xPrxFe2As2 ( x =0.075 and 0.15) for the
first time. The chemical pressure effect by doping and the
structure collapse are identified from the change of the νq. The
Knight shift, the linewidth, and the spin-lattice relaxation rate
suggest that the Fe moment is strongly suppressed through the
structure collapse. In the collapsed tetragonal phase, slow fluc-
tuation of the hyperfine field is evidenced from 1/T1 measure-
ments, which may be caused by a magnetic ordering of Pr3+

moment or spin dynamics of mobile domain walls. The sup-
pression of Fe moment below TS suggests a strong coupling
between the lattice structure and the magnetism in the iron
pnictides.
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